Knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of tRNA is a necessary prelude to understanding its function during protein synthesis. Although tRNA molecules crystallize readily, the crystals are generally imperfect for X-ray diffraction analysis in that they do not yield a diffraction pattern with sufficient order. An important exception to this was found in 1971 as yeast phenylalanine tRNA was stabilized through the addition of spermine to produce crystals that yielded X-ray diffraction patterns with a resolution between 0.2 and 0.3nm (2 and 3A) (Kim et al., 1971) . Over 2 years ago, the electrondensity map of orthorhombic crystals of yeast phenylalanine tRNA at 0.4nm (4A) resolution (Kim et al., 1973) showed that the molecule contains four double-helical regions which correspond to the stems of the familar clover-leaf diagram for tRNA (Fig. 1) . The molecule was seen to have a flattened L-shaped conformation in which the acceptor and TYC stems are aligned approximately parallel to each other along one arm of the L and the dihydrouracil (D) stem and anticodon stems are arranged along the other arm of the L. The 3'-terminal adenosine to which the amino acid is attached during aminoacylation was found at one end of the L, and the anticodon is 7.6nm (76A) away at the other end of the L. More recent X-ray diffraction analysis of yeast phenylalanine tRNA at 0.3nm (3A) resolution in both orthorhombic (Kim et al., 1974~) and monoclinic (Robertus et al., 1974) crystal forms revealed a series of additional tertiary hydrogen-binding interactions involving nucleotides in the loop regions. The folding of the molecule is very similar in the two different lattices.
The sequence of yeast phenylalanine tRNA is shown in Fig. 1 (RajBhandary & Chang, 1968) , and the folding of the molecule is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2 The positions occupied by constant nucleotides (n), or which always contain purines or pyrimidines (a), are indicated. The solid lines indicate tertiary interactions with one, two or three hydrogen bonds (Kim et al., 1974~) .
As shown in Fig. 2 , the stacking of the base pairs in the TYC stem is extended into the TYC loop. Four different layers are involved in the stacking. These include: the hydrogen-bonded pair T54 and m'A58; the pair Y55 and G18 (of the D loop); G57 by itself; and !inally at the outer edge C56 hydrogen-bonded to G19 (of the D loop). Two other residues of the TYC loop, U59 and C60, are oriented almost at right-angles to the other bases in the TYC stem and loop so that they are parallel to the bases in the D stem. U59 is stacked on the base pair G15-C48, which in turn is stacked on the pairing between U8 and A14. The adenine of A21 is stacked in the U8-Al4 plane, where it probably hydrogen-bonds to ribose 8. The base pairs in the D stem and anticodon stem are stacked approximately along the same axis with residues A9 and m'G46 involved in hydrogen-557th MEETING, LIVERPOOL I 64 bonding interactions with base pairs in the major groove of the D stem. Many of the hydrogen bonds in the tertiary interactions are non-standard and have been seen previously only in model compounds. The stacking interactions are continued down one side of the anticodon loop and include the three bases of the anticodon. All but four nucleotides in the yeast phenylalanine tRNA molecule are involved in two hydrophobic stacking domains oriented more or less at right-angles to each other. The overall stability of the molecule appears to be related to the large number of stacking interactions as well as hydrogen bonds which stabilize the entire structure. Many of the tertiary interactions involve nucleotides which are common to all tRNA sequences (Barrel1 8c Clark, 1974) . A study of the available tRNA sequences in relation to the three-dimensional structure of yeast phenylalanine tRNA has led to the conclusion that it is likely that all tRNA species have a similar structure with a similar three-dimensional folding of the
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gen-bonding in the D stem in some tRNA structures, but the hydrophobic stacking is likely to be similar. However, some tRNA sequences contain different numbers of nucleotides in certain places (Barrell & Clark, 1974) as shown by the dotted regions in Fig. 2 . These are in the variable loop, which may have four to 21 nucleotides and in the D loop. The structure is able to accommodate extra nucleotides by forming a bulge in the polynucleotide chain just as is seen in the region of D16-Dl7 in yeast phenylalanine tRNA. tRNA molecules can be described as having a region of variability in terms of the numbers of nucleotides on the right-hand side of the molecules as shown in Fig. 2, whereas the other parts of the molecule, especially the diagonal left-hand side of the molecule, will have constant numbers of nucleotides.
There is an extensive literature on the interactions between tRNA and the aminoacyl synthetases (Sol1 & Schimmel, 1974; Kisselev & Favorova, 1974) . One can ask whether the interaction of the aminoacyl synthetases with their cognate molecules are unique for each pair or whether there is a common type of interaction which may be found in most systems. The most striking phenomenon in this respect is that, in addition to interacting with their cognate tRNA molecules, the synthetases generally are able to interact with and even aminoacylate a number of other tRNA species, the so-called 'non-cognate' interactions. This occurs even though these different tRNA species have different numbers of nucleotides in the variable loop or in the D loop. In a recent analysis of these interactions (A. Rich & P. R. Schimmel, unpublished work), we conclude that there may be a common structural basis for these interactions, namely the tRNA is recognized by most synthetases along the side of the tRNA which has a constant folding in all species. This is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2 , which represents in schematic fashion a cleft on the surface of the synthetase enzyme in which the tRNA molecule rests during aminoacylation. It should be pointed out that the schematic representation in Fig. 2 suggests that thesynthetases may interact with theentirelengthof the tRNA moleculefrom the 3'-end all the way down to the anticodon. However, this is not necessarily the case for all enzymes. Some of the recognition sites may not extend as far as the anticodon, whereas in other cases they do.
Three principal sites have been suggested as recognition loci for tRNA-synthetase interactions. These include the acceptor stem, the D stem or the anticodon in different species of tRNA (Kisselev & Favorova, 1974) . It is likely that these are all correct and the apparent conflicts can be resolved by recognizing that these are all on the same side of the tRNA molecule. There may thus be a common approach between most tRNA molecules and their synthetases, even though specificity is determined at different regions in different synthetases.
The interactions between the synthetase and its tRNA substrate may be of two types. Interactions between the protein and the ribosephosphate backbone of the tRNA molecule are likely to have a large electrostatic component and are mostly non-specific i n that they involve structural features that are likely to be common to all tRNA molecules. As such, they provide the physical basis for the interactions between synthetases and non-cognate tRNA species. Another class of interactions are those involving the amino acids of the protein and particular nucleotide bases or base pairs. These provide the specificity of aminoacylation. Thus the structure of the synthetase clefts in different enzymes is not likely to be the same even though most of them may interact with the same side of the tRNA molecule. 
